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Abstract. Phenologies of the vegetated land surface are being used increasingly for diagnosis and prognosis of climate
change consequences. Current prospective and retrospective
phenological models stand far apart in their approaches to the
subject. We report on an exploratory attempt to implement
a phenological model based on a new event driven concept
which has both diagnostic and prognostic capabilities in the
same modeling framework. This Event Driven Phenological Model (EDPM) is shown to simulate land surface phenologies and phenophase transition dates in agricultural landscapes based on assimilation of weather data and land surface observations from spaceborne sensors. The model enables growing season phenologies to develop in response to
changing environmental conditions and disturbance events.
It also has the ability to ingest remotely sensed data to adjust
its output to improve representation of the modeled variable.
We describe the model and report results of initial testing of
the EDPM using Level 2 flux tower records from the Ameriflux sites at Mead, Nebraska, USA, and at Bondville, Illinois,
USA. Simulating the dynamics of normalized difference vegetation index based on flux tower data, the predictions by the
EDPM show good agreement (RMSE <0.08; r 2 > 0.8) for
maize and soybean during several growing seasons at different locations. This study presents the EDPM used in the
companion paper (Kovalskyy and Henebry, 2011) in a coupling scheme to estimate daily actual evapotranspiration over
multiple growing seasons.

1

Introduction

Phenology has been used increasingly to indicate changes in
climate (IPCC, 2007). Focused on temporal shifts in biogeophysical cycles, recent studies have detected signs of significant local and regional changes in observations of phenol-

ogy both at ground level (Kramer et al., 2000; Parmesan and
Yohe, 2003; Root et al., 2003; Badeck et al., 2004; Menzel et al., 2006; Schwartz et al., 2006; Richardson et al.,
2009; Dufour and Morin, 2010) and from space (Tucker et
al., 2001; de Beurs and Henebry, 2004; de Beurs and Henebry, 2005a; Reed 2006; Zhang et al., 2007; de Beurs and
Henebry 2008a; Delbart et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2009; Ganguly et al., 2010). The growing volume of terrestrial remote
sensing products has provided ample data for retrospective
investigations of land surface phenology (LSP) that include
detection of regional or global trends in phenological metrics (Reed et al., 2003; Studer et al., 2005; Schwartz et al.,
2006; Fisher and Mustard, 2007; Zhang et al., 2007; Delbart
et al., 2006; de Beurs and Henebry, 2008b; Maignan et al.,
2008; Reed et al., 2009; Kovalskyy and Henebry, 2009a, b;
de Beurs et al., 2009) and the analysis of factors influencing
canopy dynamics (White et al., 1997; Kramer et al., 2000;
Jolly et al., 2005; Fisher et al., 2007). LSP modeling attempts
to capture patterns and reproduce the timing of recurring biological events that occur within specific spatial domains as
influenced by biotic and abiotic factors. LSPs are often modeled by links to calendar time (Reed et al., 2003; White et
al., 2009) or to a single proxy of vegetation dynamics, such
as growing degree-days (de Beurs and Henebry, 2005b; de
Beurs and Henebry, 2010) or moisture (Brown and de Beurs,
2008). Looking at image time series retrospectively, LSP
studies have uncovered geographic distribution of phenological shifts and their implications for carbon cycle as well as
for water and energy balance. LSP data products are now a
standard part of remote sensing land product suites (Tan et
al., 2007; Ganguly et al., 2010).
In parallel with the retrospective (diagnostic) studies,
prognostic phenological modeling has also been developing
(Kathuroju et al., 2007; Myneni et al., 2007; Stöckli et al.,
2008a; Duru et al., 2009; Gurung et al., 2009; Knorr et al.,
2010). Practical phenological models have seen significant
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progress, being of vital importance to agricultural production and silviculture (Wisiol and Hesketh, 1987; Hay and
Walker, 1989; Kaduk and Heimann, 1996; Thornley and
Johnson, 2000; Bondeau et al., 2007; Ahrends et al., 2008;
El Hajj et al., 2009). Simplified phenological models have
been adapted into land surface modules (LSMs) of both regional and global climate models (RCMs or GCMs) to track
the seasonality of fractional vegetation cover (FVC) and/or
leaf area index (LAI) for LSM parameterization (Richardson et al., 2011). For instance, the Community Climate System Model (CCSM3) developed at NCAR (Blackmon et al.,
2001) and used in the IPCC Fourth Assessment Report (AR4;
IPCC, 2007) includes several functional vegetation types in
its dynamic global vegetation model (DGVM). For each vegetation type the DGVM requires daily LAI generated by a
phenology sub-module. To meet the demands of high volume computing, the sub-module mimics only three types of
LAI development (summer-up, rain-up, and grass) based on
accumulated growing degree-days or precipitation (Bonan et
al., 2003; Levis et al., 2004). In BIOME–BGC, the simplification is taken to the level of time driven LAI growing
function (Wang et al., 2009). Most often, models use static
climatologies of canopy characteristics (Hasumi and Emori,
2004; Senay, 2008).
Simplifying phenologies can, however, have drawbacks in
terms of error tracking and accuracy. Although phenological
transitions are linked to calendar time or one of several possible proxy variables, the sub-modules often have no way to be
driven by the weather simulated in the main RCM or GCM.
Yet, phenology modules in the global climate models such as
CCSM3 (Bonan et al., 2003; Levis et al., 2004) and MIROC
(Hasumi and Emori, 2004) or the watershed model SWAT
(Neitsch et al., 2002) are based on these principles. Demonstrating the shortfall of this approach, Stöckli et al. (2008b)
showed largely inadequate performance of TRIFFID (Topdown Representation of Interactive Foliage and Flora Including Dynamics; Hughes et al., 2004), IBIS (Integrated BIosphere Simulator of NCAR Community Land Model; Foley
et al., 1996) and NC (Carbon-Nitrogen dynamics simulator
in BIOME BGC; Thornton et al., 2002). A comparable problem was identified by Bondeau et al. (2007), evaluating their
phenology module for the LPJ DGVM. Moreover, none of
these models provides the means to track uncertainties in
phenology. Pitman et al. (2009) identified crop phenology
as one of the key weaknesses in GCM LSMs which inhibits
a model intercomparison on the effects of land cover change
on modeled climate.
The challenges for modern phenological modeling extend
beyond issues of accuracy in canopy state estimation and
quantifying uncertainty. The availability of spatially explicit
observations of the modeled variables calls for data assimilation to become mandatory for LSP modeling (Walker et
al., 2001; Nagler, 2008; Turner et al., 2008). A pioneering
attempt to use a data assimilation scheme with phenological
model was made by Stöckli et al. (2008b). Based on GrowBiogeosciences, 9, 141–159, 2012

ing Season Index (GSI) developed by Jolly et al. (2005),
it presented a major advancement over traditional phenological models by relying on three environmental factors that
can limit plant growth. The line of this research continues
(Stöckli et al., 2011) but addressing spatial variability in phenology also requires inclusion of disturbances such as fire,
grazing, hail, heat waves, floods, etc., that can affect – or
even reset – plant growth and development. Thus, there is
the need for a modern phenological module that could offer a
flexible generic interface for a greater variety of factors while
coupling to other models or in a standalone application.
In this paper we demonstrate an implementation of a new
approach to phenological modeling that can (a) interact with
ongoing meteorological conditions, (b) work in both prognostic and diagnostic modes, (c) track uncertainties (via error propagation); and (d) use remotely sensed data to adjust
outcomes (via data assimilation). The key feature of our approach is the representation of the driving forces in the form
of events that can influence plant growth and development;
thus, we call it the event driven phenology model (EDPM).
While it is easy to understand an event as an abrupt environmental disturbance, e.g., rainfall, hailfall, moisture stress, or
frost, the approach also brings insolation and air temperature
(growing degree-days) into the form of events. The transformation of continuous factors into events relies on partitioning
that depends on canopy responses. Here, the range of possible factor values is divided into segments based on vegetation
responses. For instance, air temperature can be partitioned
into freezing temperatures, growth supporting temperatures,
and heat stress that later can be treated as discrete events.
We will demonstrate that this modeling approach also enables representing interactions of multiple drivers/events that
is crucial for capturing the temporal variability of vegetation
(Seastedt and Knapp, 1993; Knapp and Smith, 2001; Zhang
et al., 2010; Schwalm et al., 2010).
Here we start the evaluation of event driven approach for
potential regional application to predict seasonal trajectories
of a key characteristic of the vegetated land surface while estimating the timing of phenological transitions. As the first
step towards realizing its potential, the approach is tested on
flux tower site-level, at daily time steps simulating temporal
development of maize and soybean canopies at two AmeriFlux locations: Mead, Nebraska (NE), and Bondville, Illinois (IL). The case study aims to show that, after training the
EDPM can capture and reproduce the response patterns seen
in the dynamics of canopy properties after different events
during three broad phenological phases (or phenophases):
green-up, reproduction, and senescence. In this fashion the
model can reconstruct past trajectories as well as project
future dynamics of a canopy attribute, such as the “tower
normalized difference vegetation index” (TNDVI) derived
from flux tower records of instantaneous insolation and photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) (Huemmrich et al.,
1999). Further, we plug the EDPM into a one-dimensional
Kalman Filter (1DKF) scheme to enhance its performance
www.biogeosciences.net/9/141/2012/
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Table 1. Descriptions of flux tower sites used in the study.
Site Name

Hydrological regime

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

Location

Mead 1

Irrigated

Maize

Maize

Maize

Maize

Maize

Maize

Mead 2

Irrigated

Soybean

Maize

Soybean

Maize

Soybean

Maize

Mead 3

Rain fed

Maize

Soybean

Maize

Soybean

Maize

Soybean

Bondville Main**

Rain fed

Soybean∗

Maize∗

Soybean

Maize

Soybean

Maize∗

Bondville Companion**

Rain fed

Maize∗

Soybean∗

Maize∗

Soybean

Maize∗

Soybean∗

41.10 N
96.30 W
41.10 N
96.30 W
41.20 N
96.40 W
40.00 N
88.29 W
40.00 N
88.28 W

∗ indicates insufficient records. ** indicates sites reserved for validation.

with assimilation of observations from the NASA’s Moderate
Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS). This paper
is the first step in the effort to evaluate and validate basic capabilities of the EDPM. A companion paper (Kovalskyy and
Henebry, 2011) compares performances of alternative phenological representations with EDPM results on four flux
tower locations. Spatially explicit validations and comparisons have also been made, but the report of those results is
currently in preparation.

2

AmeriFlux sites and data used for model
development and testing

In order to acquire empirical knowledge of vegetation responses to events, the EDPM needs training on consistent
observations of canopy dynamics and microclimatological
records. The AmeriFlux network offers such data, but, not
all sites in the network provide comparably coherent records.
There are many temporal gaps in the archives as well as
inconsistencies in the lists of recorded attributes that vary
across time and locations. Our choice of sites was driven
by the need to test the EDPM on different types of herbaceous vegetation exhibiting strong seasonal and interannual
variation. Moreover, we sought to verify model performance
at different locations to evaluate model generality for the two
principal commodity crops in the central US.
The data for model development and testing were obtained from the web resource of the AmeriFlux network
(http://ameriflux.ornl.gov/). We selected the three sites at
Mead, NE, for model training because these archives were
the longest and most consistent. Two sites at Bondville, IL,
were selected and reserved for model validation, but not every year had records of sufficient quality for testing (the deficient years are indicated by “∗ ” in Table 1). All five sites
have been used to grow either maize only or soybeans in annual rotation with maize; thus enabling the model to train on
phenologies from different photosynthetic pathways (C3 for
www.biogeosciences.net/9/141/2012/

soybean and C4 for maize). Other AmeriFlux sites offered
less temporal coverage for the principal variables used in
model training and subsequent simulations. These variables
included downwelling shortwave radiation, upwelling shortwave radiation, downwelling photosynthetically active radiation (PAR), upwelling PAR, air temperature at 2 m above
ground, precipitation, and vapor pressure deficit.
The radiation flux data enabled us to characterize the vegetation canopies using TNDVI (Huemmrich et al., 1999; Wittich and Kraft, 2008). We deemed this derived canopy variable to be more consistent than the sporadic leaf area index
measurements found in the site records. TNDVI was found
to be linearly related to remotely sensed NDVI (Appendix C.
3, Huemmrich et al., 1999; Kovalskyy et al., 2011b). With
the proximately sensed vegetation index as a variable estimated by the EDPM, the link to remotely sensed data was
straightforward. To be consistent with an overpass timing of
the polar orbiting Terra satellite, we calculated the TNDVI
values out of instantaneous records of global shortwave radiation and PAR taken at 11:00 LT. We took advantage of
the MODIS Land Products ASCII subsets available from the
Oak Ridge National Laboratory Distributed Active Archive
Center (ORNL DAAC, 2009). The MODIS NDVI values
and errors propagated into this vegetation index from observed reflectances were calculated using nadir bi-directional
reflectance distribution function (BRDF) adjusted reflectance
(NBAR) data from MODIS bands 1 and 2. Availability
of records from the two flux towers in Bondville (∼0.5 km
apart) enabled us to approximate the footprint of a MODIS
MCD43A4 pixel (500 m) when validating the assimilation
scheme.
3
3.1

Model description
The concept of events and their implementation

The approach taken in the development of event driven
model differs from traditional approaches to phenology
Biogeosciences, 9, 141–159, 2012
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and vegetation dynamics modeling. Many physics-based
vegetation models use incremental additive approaches (Bonan, 2003) to construct the dynamics of vegetation properties, e.g., allocation of C to various plant compartments, including the leaves. Empirical methods based on proxies typically estimate the value of the current vegetation property
without reference to previous values. In contrast, the EDPM
uses a sequential approach that calculates the value for the
next step in a multiplicative fashion, based on the previous
value. Also, the model treats environmental conditions as
temporally discrete events at the granularity of a single day
rather than as constantly acting forces.
The EDPM forms a seasonal trajectory of some canopy attribute by connecting the subsequent attribute values linearly
in the way that resembles a geometric progression:
At+1 = Et At

(1)

where At and At+1 are the parameter values at consecutive
time steps and Et is the step-change coefficient (or slope)
effecting the change from t to t + 1. Unlike a geometric sequence, the slope Et in (1) is not constant, but an exponential growth and decay depending onEt resembles a geometric
progression. The multiplier Et is assumed to be dependent
on current conditions of plant growth and phenological phase
of plant development. Since the model treats these conditions
as events, Et represents a mixed step-change slope induced
by various events happening in the period t.
The mixed step-change slope is modeled as the geometric mean of individual change slopes from each event type
occurring at the step t:
!1
n
n
Y
Et =
ekt
(2)
k=1

where ekt is the change coming from event type k during t, n
is the number of impacting events during t, and t is the step
index. The choice of geometric mean for derivation of mixed
effects is purely empirical. Both a simple product and an
arithmetic mean were considered for the derivation ofEt , but
the formulation (2) performed better during early model development. The unfortunate consequence of using (1) and (2)
is a rapid growth of uncertainty. However, this approach also
allows for straightforward assimilation of external observations, enabling uncertainties to be constrained within reasonable limits by application of a one-dimensional Kalman filter (Appendix C3). Another consideration is that events are
limited in time and so are the uncertainties associated with
events. The interaction of events may result in cancellation
of effects that dampens the uncertainty. A central feature of
the EDPM is an event priority queue that administers the effect hierarchy of the detected events. For instance, the impact
of a heat stress is canceled if a rainfall event follows, or the
impact of precipitation is ignored if it coincides with a frost
event. The functioning of this queue addresses the specifics
of the vegetation type and event timing (Appendix C1).
Biogeosciences, 9, 141–159, 2012

The only criterion for selection of event types is the ecological relevance for the specific vegetation type. Events in
the EDPM should be connected to one or more meteorological variables so that the model can automatically detect
events, as described in detail in Appendix B. They also must
produce some typical fluctuation in the canopy phenology
that can be traced by the procedures presented further in the
Model Training section. We call these fluctuations the event
traces. The EDPM uses knowledge about event traces to generate the canopy dynamics for a growing season. Organized
into step-by-step change sequences (e1 ,e2 ,e3, . . . en ), actual
traces from events and their combinations determine the particular step changes (Et in (1)) and thereby drive the behavior
of the modeled vegetation attribute (e.g., TNDVI in this case
study and potentially FaPAR or LAI).
The step-change slope et has the next level of detail where
it is subdivided into static part and variable scaling factor.
Using these two parts, a general event trace is transformed
into particular event trace. The static part represents a general
event trace, which is a string of typical step-change slopes
produced by a given event type. Each event trace contains
a sequence of step-change slopes also referred to as event
sensitivities (s1 ,s2 , . . . sn ). These sensitivities are derived
empirically from flux tower observations. The use of sequences comes from the fact that the effects from events can
last for more than one time step and can produce different
step-change slopes at each consecutive time step. The sequences of static step-change slopes are stored in the EDPMs
library to be called upon detection of events. Every event
type has separate strings of sensitivities for each vegetation
type during different phenophases. In this fashion the model
takes into account phenophase-dependent differences of the
canopy responses to events. For instance, the same magnitude of heat stress may have a markedly different effect on
TNDVI dynamics during green-up than during senescence.
The static step-change slopes in event traces represent a
general case and are brought closer to a particular detected
event through the use of variable scaling factor or intensity.
These intensities are produced by event detection procedures
that scan time series of meteorological data looking for indicators of events (Appendix B). The scaling factor or intensity
(i) is a normalized departure from some threshold, following
Jolly et al. (2005). However, here the threshold is not based
on local spatial averages; rather, it is uniform for similar vegetation types. For the events that cause a decrease in TNDVI
values, the intensity values have the range of 0 to 1. For the
events that cause increases (growth), the values vary from
1 to maximum positive change (maximum step-change slope
discussed in the model training section and Appendix B). The
intensity value of 1 constitutes no effect on dynamics of the
modeled canopy property. The thresholds (lower and upper
bounds) for event detections were taken from various literature sources meant for broad range of conditions for maize
and soybean cultivation in the US. The sources are listed in
last column of Table 2.
www.biogeosciences.net/9/141/2012/
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Table 2. Thresholds and bounds used for deriving events.
Event type

Lower
bound

Upper
bound

units

intensity range

Source

Positive (growing) temperature
Insolation
Precipitation
Heat stress
Frost
Insufficient Insolation
VPD stress

0
15
1
30
−30
40
3

30
30
15
*
0
0
10

◦C

1 < i < 1.16
1 < i < 1.16
1 < i < 1.16
0<i <1
0<i <1
0<i <1
0<i <1

Nielsen, 2002; Setiyono et al., 2007
Campbell and Norman, 1998; Egli, 1999
Yazar et al., 1999
Nielsen, 2002
Campbell and Norman, 1998
Egli, 1999
Sadok and Sinclair, 2009; Yazar et al., 1999

MJ m−2 day−1
mm
◦C
◦C
%
kPa

* The upper bound of heat stress with step-change slope around 0 has been found neither in observation nor in literature. Therefore the arbitrary value of 70 ◦ C was adopted as an
effective upper bound to avoid computational overflows in detection process and provide an appropriately shallow slope for intensities.

The thresholds and limits were adjusted and rounded to
be uniform for both crops modeled in the study case. Even
though these adjustments may result in increases of errors,
they greatly simplified the division into intensities and sensitivities making the model more robust. Rewriting (2) in
terms of sensitivities and intensities yields

Et =

n
Y

!1

n

set iet

(3)

e=1

where E is the change coefficient, s is sensitivity of the land
cover to event e, i is the intensity of event e, n is the number of impacting events during t, and t is the step index. It
follows from (3) that the EDPM takes events as signals for
change, uses intensities to scale the change, and relies on
sensitivities to direct the impacts of events depending on the
vegetation type and phenophase. This approach is similar to
the use of indices in plant modeling (e.g., Duru et al., 2009)
to simplify impacts from changes in nutrient availability and
other environmental factors.
3.2

Phenophase control: driving factors

The control of phenophases is the key to how the EDPM
calls up event traces and thereby generates canopy dynamics. The EDPM has two ways to control phenophase transitions: either prescribed by the user (predefined phenophase
transitions dates obtained from external sources) or environmentally triggered (automatic phenophase transitions). Environmental triggering is based on accumulation of controlling variables during the growing season. Previous studies
have also used accumulated values to track phenology and
to estimate transition points between phenophases (Nielsen,
2002; de Beurs and Henebry, 2004; Setiyono et al., 2007).
In the EDPM, this approach utilizes historical records of key
controlling variables to estimate cumulative probabilities of
phenophase transitions. The details of how such records were
collected and deployed in the Phenophase Control Module
are presented in the Sect. 3.3.
www.biogeosciences.net/9/141/2012/

The collected data made up the distributions that helped
the EDPM determine the chances of phenological phase transition to occur at any given date. Initially, we assumed
that the distributions of controlling variables during phase
transitions can be approximated by a cumulative distribution
function (CDF). Based on the CDF, the Phenophase Control
procedures decide the most likely moment of phenological
transitions. Taking advantage of multiple control variables,
we combine the information from different sources into collective/joint probability of phenophase transition. This feature enables triggering of phenophases change (e.g., from reproductive phase to senescence) when one (or more) of the
controlling variables reaches the average historical value for
the given phenological transition point (PTP). We have chosen a geometric mean to combine phase transition probabilities from different sources. This choice is empirical, but it
proved to approximate phenological transition points better
than an arithmetic mean. Presuming the most likely point of
phenophase transition to be the trigger value of 0.5, this probability must be reached conjunctively through calculation of
geometric mean of cumulative probabilities from each controlling variable (see Appendix C1 for details).
For the case study presented here we used three controlling
variables to demonstrate the feasibility of the approach:
i Accumulated Growing Degree-Days (AGDD):
AGDDt = AGDDt−1 + max[(T maxt + T mint )/2,BT]

(4)

where AGDD is the accumulated growing degree-days,
Tmax t is the maximum temperature for day t, Tmin t is
the minimum temperature for day t, and BT is the base
temperature, here, 0 ◦ C;
ii Accumulated Insolation (AI):
AIt = AIt−1 + Inst

(5)

Biogeosciences, 9, 141–159, 2012
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Table 3. Durations of phenological phases and seasons for different crops measured in control variables (AGDD = accumulated growing
degree-days, AI = accumulated insolation, ED = elapsed days).
Phenophase

Period Preceding Start of Season
Standard Deviation
Coefficient of Variation (%)
Green-up Duration
Standard deviation
Coefficient of variation (%)
Reproduction Duration
Standard Deviation
Coefficient of Variation (%)
Senescence Duration
Standard Deviation
Coefficient of Variation (%)
Season Duration
Standard Deviation
Coefficient of Variation (%)

Maize
AGDD (◦ C)

AI (MJ)

1237
132.6
10.7
852
134.0
15.7
1098
344.3
31.4
864
180.6
20.9
2814
232.6
8.3

2199
136.6
6.2
888
145.4
16.4
988
293.8
29.7
767
177.0
23.1
2643
171.8
6.5

where AI is the accumulated insolation, and Ins total
incoming solar radiation for the day t; and
iii Elapsed Days (ED):
EDt = EDt−1 + 1

(6)

where ED is reset at the beginning of each phenophase.
The starting points for the Phase Control Module to begin accumulating temperatures (4), insolation (5), and days (6) are
different for each phenological transition point (PTP). The
countdown for start of season is started at the first calendar
day of the year. To estimate the ending date of a phenophase
(green-up, reproductive phase or senescence), each accumulation restarts at the beginning of a new phenophase. Parallel to the accumulations for individual phases, the module
also keeps track of controlling variables for the whole season
calculating the chances for growing cycle to be over. Additionally, the PTP of the end of the last phase (senescence)
finishes the growing season. The choice of time point to
commence accumulation can be used to address the particularities of phenological development of various vegetation
types in different geographic regions.
3.3

Phenophase control: calibration

The Phenophase Control Module required historical records
of phenological timing to parameterize its procedures. We
extracted the dates of the phenological transitions from in
situ data, viz., the TNDVI time series derived from flux tower
records. The technique we used for determining PTPs is retrospective and is based on the dynamics of derivatives from
Biogeosciences, 9, 141–159, 2012

Soybean
ED (days)

AGDD (◦ C)

AI (MJ)

ED (days)

151
5.9
3.9
37
6.7
18.1
49
13.4
29.9
44
8.7
19.9
126
10.2
8.1

1181
172.6
14.6
875
248.2
28.4
979
286.7
29.3
916
178.3
19.5
2770
368.7
13.3

2155
146.0
6.8
922
275.3
29.9
910
245.3
27.0
811
169.7
20.9
2643
336.4
12.7

149
7.1
4.8
39
11.1
28.5
39
11.2
28.5
46
12.6
27.6
124
19.3
15.6

NDVI trajectories also used by Viña et al. (2004). A least
squares linear split algorithm (Wu, 1993) was applied to the
time series of TNDVI to confirm the PTP dates. When the
difference between the two estimates was larger than five
days, we took the middle point between the dates into our
collection (a procedure that we needed to use a few times
in this study due to missing records in data from Bondville
site). Further, we collected the values of accumulated controlling variables observed up to the PTP dates for the three
Mead sites. The means and standard deviations of the durations for the phenophases and the growing season durations
(Table 3) were used to parameterize inverse normal CDF and
derive the cumulative probabilities of phenophase change associated with each controlling variable.
3.4

Model training

The objective of the EDPM training was to obtain canopy
responses to the events listed in Table 2. Using thresholds
from this table, events of seven types were extracted from
the flux tower data representing three positive drivers (growing degrees, adequate insolation, precipitation) and four negative drivers (frost, heat stress, vapor pressure deficit (VPD)
stress, low insolation). We examined the TNDVI dynamics
to collect event traces observed after specific kinds of events.
We overlaid the detected events along the observed dynamics of TNDVI and iteratively derived the crop sensitivities
(step-change slopes for each day after the event) following
the optimization approach of Mangiarotti et al. (2008). We
used the minimization of the objective function (7) that at
the same time determines the variance (J ) associated with a
www.biogeosciences.net/9/141/2012/
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given sensitivity (si ):
Ji =

et
1
1X
(Anext − (si ik ) n Acurrent )2
et k=1

(7)

min{J |0 < si ≤ smax }
where i is intensity,si is given canopy sensitivity from a range
of considered s values (0 < si < smax ), et denotes total number of events of one type that were used in training, n is number of events occurred in the same day as the event of interest,
k is the sequential event index, and Acurrent and Anext are the
consecutive observations of TNDVI. The value of smax was
simply 2.5, which is more than double of maximum daily
step change coefficient seen in observations from Mead, NE;
the increment step for iteration of s was 0.0001 Each event
type (except for growing degree-days and adequate insolation) was tuned in this manner for three phenological phases
(green-up, reproduction, and senescence) of each crop separately. We used data from both rainfed and irrigated sites
in Mead, NE for training. However, since rainfall and heat
stress showed weaker responses on the irrigated sites (as expected), we excluded the irrigated sites from the model training only for those two event types.
The growing degree-days and adequate insolation were the
main drivers for canopy growth during the green-up phase,
where the EDPM works in the first of its two trajectory building tactics. Transformed into events, these factors had their
event traces extracted from the records of TNDVI dynamics
before the training stage. These event traces were depicted
as the maximum step-change slopes attributed solely to temperature and insolation. We also had lower bounds for insolation (average daily insolation before the start of season, see
Table 2) and temperature (0 ◦ C, see Table 2) that constitute
values sufficient to support crop growth. Connecting these
maximum step-change slopes and slope of 1 associated with
lower boundary values yielded the range of canopy responses
to both growing degree-day and daily insolation. Based on
the maximum slope and selected bounds, we were able to
rescale actual records of air temperature and daily insolation
into intensities of events (see Appendix B for additional details).
Unlike during the green-up phase, TNDVI loses its positive response to temperature and insolation during the reproductive and senescent phases. Therefore, during these
phenophases, we decided to rely on average step-change
slopes extracted from observed TNDVI time series during
corresponding segments of each season. The average stepchange slopes for senescence and reproductive phase were
triggered by elapsed days when building seasonal curves during the simulations. In this fashion the model was made to
follow two different tactics of developing TNDVI trajectories: (1) building the canopy with growing degree-days, insolation, and precipitation events occurring during the greenup; and (2) sustaining the canopy with some average change
www.biogeosciences.net/9/141/2012/
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rate that can also be influenced by other events occurring
during reproduction and senescence. The first tactic puts
the positive step-change slopes E’s from the three factors
into the geometric sequence (1) and, thus, it resembles the
simple exponential growth model described in Thornley and
Johnson (2000). For reproduction and senescence many detailed models of vegetation dynamics use a balancing of basic
growth and defoliation rates (Levis et al., 2004; Duru et al.,
2009; Wang et al., 2009). This balancing involves growing
degree-days to determine both rates (e.g., both growth rate
and defoliation are driven by thermal time). For simplicity
we decided to use a single average step-change slope as the
second tactic for driving the canopy dynamics subsequent to
green-up.
After capturing the sensitivities of one event type, we were
able to remove the effects of those events from TNDVI trajectories. Residuals were then used in training of the event
traces of other event types. Since the EDPM is sequential,
reversing just one step coinciding with an event required the
same removal operation to be done to all TNDVI values observed after the event in question. Therefore, the removal
process had to multiply all the subsequent values of TNDVI
by the inverse of the particular event trace, viz., (set iet )−1/n .
Training for events with traces lasting more than one day was
carried out in the similar manner through obtaining and removing one sensitivity (set ) at a time. The order in which
event traces were identified and removed was permuted to
yield the list sum of Ji values in (7) for all event types.
Only temporally isolated events were chosen for model training. Unfortunately, this approach was not able to separate
the effects of heat stress and VPD stress on TNDVI trajectories, neither in terms of timing nor in the magnitude of
step-change slopes leaving only one event type for further
use. No training of frost events was possible on crops due
to a lack of observed events during a growing season in the
training or validation data. Three other types of disturbance
events were captured for every phenophase for each crop:
heat stress events, insufficient insolation events, and rainfall
events.
Without prior knowledge about durations of the event effects the raining procedures provided the EDPM with variances (J in (7)) and event traces of standard length 14 days.
In total we received 18 strings of sensitivities (9 for each
crop). However, it was unreasonable to assume that all events
had the same duration of their effects on canopy. Hence, durations of individual event effects were determined by limiting the sums of uncertainties introduced
√ by events. Summing
the doubled standard deviations (2 J) from each step in the
event trace, we stopped when the sum reached 0.1 for the
TNDVI (∼10% of the range during a growing season). Thus
the effects of heat stress events lasted 3 days for soybean during the reproductive phase, but just 2 days for maize during
the same phase. This alternative solution replaced the previous choice of Student’s t-test determining the significance
of obtained sensitivity slopes (set <> 1) contrasted with no
Biogeosciences, 9, 141–159, 2012
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Fig. 1. Workflow diagram of the Event Driven Phenological Model
(EDPM) software system (participation of modules with dashed
outlines is optional.) Event loading module takes unprocessed inputs from various sources, converts them in to events and aggregates
the events by the day when they occur (See Appendix B for details).
Event processing module takes events and builds seasonal trajectories of canopy properties and uncertainties behind them based on
knowledge of phenological timing and event response patterns collected during the EDPM training (See Appendix C1 and C2 for
details). Output processing module applies areal weights (portion
cover) to the produced LSP if it is built for a pixel. Data assimilation module uses 1DKF scheme to correct predictions with available
observations (See Appendix C3 for details).

slope (set = 1). The end of an event trace was assumed to be
the step at which the t-score loses its significance. In many
cases this approach produced event traces lasting one or even
two weeks, thereby absorbing the noise in flux tower data.
By restricting the accumulated standard deviations not to exceed 0.1, we sought to limit noise and enhance signal in the
trained traces. Details of error propagation in the EDPM are
presented in the Appendix C2.
3.5

Setup of the pilot study

This pilot study was planned to assess overall performance
of the EDPM and to evaluate the functioning of the modules
(Fig. 1). The workflow diagram in Fig. 1 illustrates that the
model can be deployed in multiple regimes producing results
organized and conditioned in different fashions to appear in
Sect. 4 of this paper and in its companion (Kovalskyy and
Henebry, 2011).
The model was supplied with training and independent
forcings to validate its basic capabilities on observations.
Four goals were set to demonstrate success of the event
driven approach. The first goal was to examine the ability
of the automatic phenophase control module to capture phenological transitions. Special attention was paid to the implications of EDPMs shortcomings in estimating PTPs automatically. The second goal was to illustrate the ability of
the model to capture details of canopy dynamics for the entire growing season and for each phenophase separately. The
Biogeosciences, 9, 141–159, 2012

third goal was to demonstrate the generality of the EDPM using forcings from a distant location that were not used in the
training phase. The fourth goal was to show how the model
could work within the assimilation scheme using MODIS observations (Appendix C3).
In our analyses we were looking at differences with observations and correlation between modeled and observed
TNDVI values. Therefore, root mean square error (RMSE)
and coefficient of determination (r 2 ) were used as measures
of model accuracy collected during exhaustive test-runs of
the EDPM working in different regimes and modes. Model
outcomes produced in prognostic mode were evaluated on
forcings from different years and locations using two regimes
of controlling phenophase transition dates: automatic estimation or predefined timing of PTPs. (The values for the
predefined PTPs are shown in the Table 4 and Appendix Table A1.) Model testing with predefined PTPs aimed to show
the ability of the EDPM to mimic canopy responses to various events isolated from errors in estimation of phenophase
timing that can be eliminated with more training data. In
diagnostic mode the EDPM was run within the assimilation
scheme (Appendix C3) on the location and forcings that were
not used for the model training. In addition to collecting
RMSE and r 2 in diagnostic mode, we preserved the record
and later analyzed the dynamics of propagated errors..

4
4.1

Results and their interpretation
Tests of the EDPM in orognostic mode

Our primary concern in the performance of the EDPM was
the accuracy of the automatically estimated phenophase transition dates. Using parameters in Table 3, the automated phenological control module performed with inconsistent deviations from the references. The differences between estimated
and reference dates for maize were often reaching the level
of two standard deviations. The predicted dates of Start of
Season were missed by 10 days at most for maize and by
4 days for soybeans, which was comparable to retrospective results obtained by Brown and de Beurs (2008) and by
Zhang et al. (2009). The automatic phase control module
had a more difficulty estimating the durations of reproductive phase and senescence in maize (2–3 week differences in
Table 4). The relative differences still show that the automatic PTPs were somewhat better in soybeans than in maize.
Yet with just three seasons of results, we should not yet conclude that the automatic estimation of phenophase transitions
failed for maize since the length of entire season was better
captured for maize than soybean (maximum difference of 15
versus 22 days).
Figure 2 reveals minor differences between simulated and
observed TNDVI dynamics for both crops. The automatic
phase control module overestimated, underestimated, and
even hit the timing of phases (Fig. 2a). The automatic PTP
www.biogeosciences.net/9/141/2012/
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Table 4. Phenological transition dates estimated by automatic phenological control module compared with observed PTPs. Other phase
controlling parameters are reported in Appendix Table A1.
Test Run

Phenophase

automatic

predefined

maize 2002
Training

SOS
Green-up
Reproductive
Senescence
Season

154
35
45
44
124

155
53
25
31
109

−0.6
−51.4
44.4
29.5
12.1

maize 2006
Training

SOS
Green-up
Reproductive
Senescence
Season

153
36
45
46
127

163
23
48
48
119

−6.5
36.1
−6.7
−4.3
6.3

soybean 2007
Training

SOS
Green-up
Reproductive
Senescence
Season

150
38
39
44
121

150
25
41
49
115

0.0
34.2
−5.1
−11.4
5.0

maize 2005
Independent

SOS
Green-up
Reproductive
Senescence
Season

157
37
45
40
122

156
30
27
59
116

0.6
18.9
40.0
−47.5
4.9

soybean 2004
Independent

SOS
Green-up
Reproductive
Senescence
Season

150
38
40
46
124

151
28
35
39
102

−0.7
26.3
12.5
15.2
17.7

soybean 2006
Independent

SOS
Green-up
Reproductive
Senescence
Season

159
38
40
46
124

163
37
37
36
110

−2.5
2.6
7.5
21.7
11.3

estimation performed comparably on both sets of inputs –
records used for model training and independent data reserved for validation. However, the forcings from Bondville
sites (independent) had many runs of missing days in it. Having no inputs to accumulate the system was preset for overestimation of phase durations because the triggers of phase
transitions do not account for missing records of control
variables. Therefore, of the three independent runs, only
a few underestimations in phenological timing were found;
whereas, on the training site the automatic phenological control module produced early and late estimates in 50/50 proportion. The implications of error in PTPs become apparent after the end of greenup, where observations and predictions split their trajectories (Fig. 2a). At that point, the
RMSE crosses the 0.1 mark almost for all runs with autowww.biogeosciences.net/9/141/2012/

% difference 100*
(automatic-predefined)
/predefined

matic phenophase control (Table 5). The errors remained
high until the end of season unless the start of senescence
was missed as well. In the case of missed starts of both reproductive phase and senescence, the RMSE grew beyond
0.3 for the last phenophase, resulting in seasonal RMSE of
0.2. The magnitude of such errors constitute almost one third
of TNDVI range observed during growing seasons. These results reinforce the importance of accurate estimation of key
phenophase transition dates.
Figure 2 and Table 5 also show that the TNDVI dynamics at the two locations were captured with different levels of precision. The missing data at Bondville (independent) yielded anticipated systematic errors. Meanwhile, the
differences with observations at Mead showed no consistent bias. The coefficients of determination for tests with
Biogeosciences, 9, 141–159, 2012
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Table 5. EDPM performance simulating TNDVI dynamics under different testing regimes.
Test Run:
Crop, Year and
Site/Mode

PTP
estimation
method

Green-up
Phase

maize 2002
Mead/Training
maize 2006
Mead/Training
soybean 2007
Mead/Training
maize 2005
Bondville/Independent
soybean 2004
Bondville/ Independent
soybean 2006
Bondville/ Independent

automatic
predefined
automatic
predefined
automatic
predefined
automatic
predefined
automatic
predefined
automatic
predefined

0.033
0.033
0.049
0.046
0.065
0.029
0.050
0.045
0.030
0.045
0.045
0.061

RMSE during
Reproduction Senescence
Phase
Phase
0.138
0.070
0.104
0.062
0.137
0.050
0.171
0.068
0.176
0.050
0.071
0.049

0.144
0.065
0.066
0.059
0.154
0.058
0.212
0.056
0.328
0.071
0.061
0.045

Entire
Season

r2
Entire
Season

0.117
0.054
0.079
0.058
0.124
0.050
0.158
0.057
0.219
0.060
0.061
0.053

0.83
0.94
0.93
0.91
0.88
0.91
0.56
0.86
0.56
0.80
0.88
0.86

in tests with predefined phenological dates were the same on
both locations. Similar RMSE values point to an adequate
capturing of fine temporal details and indicate potential for
regional generalization of the model.
4.2

Fig. 2. Simulated and observed dynamics of TNDVI in test runs
of the EDPM. Black line: observed TNDVI; gray line: modeled
TNDVI. A: EDPM with automatic phenophase transition point estimation; B: EDPM with prescribed phenophase transition points.
[T] indicates data used for training; [I] indicates independent data
used for validation.

automatic PTP estimation dropped to 0.5 for some seasons
in Bondville. Yet, with predefined PTPs, the r 2 stayed above
0.8. At Mead (training) site, higher levels of r 2 (> 0.8) were
achieved in both PTP regimes (Table 5). The levels of RMSE
Biogeosciences, 9, 141–159, 2012

Test of assimilation scheme

The data assimilation scheme (Appendix C3) was tested at
the independent site (Bondville) during 2005, 2006, and
2007 growing seasons. The experiment involved mixing of
observations and modeled TNDVI values in a hypothetical
500 m MODIS pixel half covered by maize and half by soybean, consistent with NASS data for the area. The EDPM
with automatic PTP matched followed the 2005 observation
well (Fig. 3a), but the performance dropped in during 2006
and 2007 due to missing forcing from flux towers (Fig. 3b
and 3c). The divergence from observations grew mostly during the reproductive phase, but remained low during greenup and senescence. Nevertheless, the RMSE (0.082), coefficient of determination (0.9) and a slope close to unity for the
fitted linear model (Fig. 3d) were all evident of close agreement between modeled and observed TNDVI.
The propagated errors, however, told a different story. Due
to underlying formulations (1) and (3), each error value in
the modeled trajectory carries the uncertainties from previous estimates (Appendix C2). Figure 4 illustrates that propagated errors (quantified by standard deviation – σ ) grew
up to 0.5 by the end of season in either maize or soybean.
Hence, despite the good agreement with observations, the
uncertainty of the prognosis increased quickly. Both soybean and maize had average uncertainty level greater than
0.3 (Fig. 4a and b). The level of propagated errors in the
two-crop mixture dropped to less than 0.35 at the end of
season (Fig. 4c) with the overall average of just above 0.2.
The assimilation scheme further decreased the mixed errors
www.biogeosciences.net/9/141/2012/
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Fig. 4. Temporal dynamics of propagated errors from EDPM simulations (A) maize; (B) soybean, (C) mixed crop and in the onedimensional Kalman Filter (1DKF) assimilation scheme (D) for 2005
growing season in Bondville. Dashed lines are the seasonal averages of daily propagated errors shown as solid grey lines.
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Fig. 3. Observed and modeled TNDVI dynamics obtained through
data assimilation for (A) 2005, (B) 2006, (C) 2007 growing seasons
at Bondville sites (soybean and maize mixed in one MODIS pixel).
Segment (D) shows fitted regression line with 0 intercept and slope
of 0.98 derived on 3 years of temporarily matched estimates and
observations (n = 415; r 2 = 0.90, RMSE = 0.082).

through periodic MODIS updates creating the saw-toothed
pattern (Fig. 4d). Reduction of average propagated errors to
below 0.1 values (0.072) helped reaching the desired level
of uncertainty planned during the model design in Sect. 3.4.
Overall, the data assimilation scheme of the EDPM increased
its accuracy (two times smaller RMSE over prognostic with
automatic PTPs) and substantially lowered uncertainties (five
times smaller mean seasonal propagated errors).
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0
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Discussion
Potential of the EDPM

The case study illustrated the good performance and diverse
prediction capabilities of the EPDM while giving material
and motivation for improvements to the internal model logic.
The model was able to estimate not only the TNDVI values,
but also the uncertainties of those estimates. The EDPM predicted phenophase transitions achieved an accuracy that can
be useful in both basic and applied research. The model did
not require regular or frequent observation updates in its assimilation scheme. This robustness could prove useful, since
land surface observations from space are often compromised
by cloud cover (Roy et al., 2006). Despite the efforts of compositing procedures to compensate for the missing data, producing regular observations remains a problem that can be
mitigated by the EDPM and its 1DKF assimilation scheme.
www.biogeosciences.net/9/141/2012/

Even though the growth rate of propagated errors was quite
high, weekly or biweekly prognoses or interpolations could
be reasonably accurate.
This study presented the results from just a few point locations, but it uncovered many potentials of the EDPM. The
performance evaluation in regional spatially explicit application of the model is in progress (Kovalskyy at al., 2011a).
The EDPM can well facilitate two-way interactions between
the lower layers of the troposphere and the vegetated land
surface needed for effective land-atmosphere coupling in
biogeophysical models (Richardson at al., 2011). The event
driven approach is suited to model fluctuations of canopy dynamics induced by sudden factors such as insect outbreaks,
canopy damage by hailfall, etc. The interface of events could
also be adapted to factors that influence vegetation before
and after the growing season (e.g., off-season precipitation,
snowpack depth and duration). The model could also be
used in yield predictions similar to how the NDVI has been
used in previous work (e.g., Bastiaanssen and Ali, 2003; Doraiswamy et al., 2004; Prasad et al., 2006; Dente et al., 2008).
5.2

Shortcomings of the EDPM

At this relatively early stage in model development, we can
identify some disadvantages of the event driven approach.
First was the need for well-organized and consistent training
data. The training was done on gap-filled records from the
Mead sites, but having the data available in that condition
is rare. At Bondville sites, the data records reach into early
1990’s, but the gaps and inconsistency in formatting made
only a few years suitable for use as forcings for the EDPM.
In some years, gaps in data prevented the automatic PTP estimation module from starting the season at all; during other
years, the system simply could not reach senescence due to
the data gaps. Lower quality records led to event traces picking up noise during training. This propagated noise drove
the outcomes into very wrong directions. Thus, care must be
exercised when using noisy or temporally inconsistent observations during model training. One solution is to screen
Biogeosciences, 9, 141–159, 2012
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for outlier slopes produced by sudden changes of equipment,
illumination conditions (Huemmrich et al., 1999), or other
transient occurrences.
The event driven approach does not offer any mechanism
to propagate uncertainties in the forcings into model output.
Based on thresholds, event detection procedures simply cut
off the unnecessary information. Although these errors could
have some impacts on predicted canopy dynamics, currently
they are presumed to be negligible. Instead during the training phase, the EDPM acquires and then propagates internal
(sensitivity related) errors. The rates at which the internal
errors grow can pose a major disadvantage. Due to this setback the EDPM could not offer the level of uncertainty low
enough to be used in longer term forecasting (one month and
beyond) without updates from observations. Rapid growth of
propagated errors in the EDPM calls for further work to refine the performance of the model and improve its predictive
capabilities.
As we mentioned earlier, the impact of false starts and
delays arising from the automatic PTP estimation requires
improvement. Depending on the magnitude of the discrepancy between the estimated and the observed transition point,
the errors in predicted TNDVI values can grow substantially. The graph of these errors would resemble the uprising stairs with the number of steps equal to the number of
phenophases. Current underperformance of automated phenological control module can be related to methods used for
extraction of PTPs for training. Since the actual phenology records were not available we had to use retrospective
techniques to capture growing season metrics. These “observed” dates could only approximate the actual phenological transitions (Zhang et al., 2009) determined by daylength
for soybean (Setiyono et al., 2007), and by temperature for
maize (Tojo Soler et al., 2005). Also, the choice of the geometric mean for combining phenophase change probabilities yields more conservative estimates for transition points
and this may result in overestimation of phase durations. A
key limitation was that the available flux tower data offered
few seasons of observations to derive reliable estimates of
the first and second moments of PTP distributions that are
needed to test these distributions in multiple CDFs. However,
as the body of flux tower data grows, it should be possible to
improve the accuracy of predicted PTPs.
5.3

Directions for improvement and further
development

The EDPM should not be considered a closed or completed
modeling system. The EDPM framework is flexible and potentially can accommodate additional phenophases or even
double and triple cropped growing seasons. The principal
constraint is only the availability of high quality observations to calibrate phenophase transitions. Also, the model
is not restricted to a single indicator of canopy status. In fact,
we suspect that the TNDVI is limiting the model capabilities
Biogeosciences, 9, 141–159, 2012

due to its suppressed response to changes in LAI above a certain level (Wittich and Kraft, 2008). The model realizations
of soybean and maize crops suggest that the EDPM may be
implemented for other kinds of vegetation. Although agricultural management practices are relevant to the EDPM, a lack
of data about the timing of sowing, fertilizing, irrigating, and
harvesting prevented their incorporation into the experiment.
We continue investigating the issues encountered in this
study along with expansion of the EDPM capabilities. The
next milestone for the EDPM is the test in a coupling scheme
for estimation of some land surface flux. This test has been
carried out and reported in the companion paper (Kovalskyy
and Henebry, 2011) where the model was used to parameterize the VegET scheme for estimation of actual evapotranspiration (Senay, 2008). With the ability to simulate changing
vegetation conditions during the growing season, the EDPM
was used to simulated dynamics of phenology driven factor (Kcp ) through vegetation index relationships. The interactive approach of the EDPM improved the performance of
the VegET that usually uses static climatologies of NDVI for
derivation of Kcp .
6

Conclusions

This pilot study investigated a new concept in modeling land
surface phenologies. Results of this study showed the event
driven concept to be viable, flexible, and yet precise tool for
predicting temporal dynamics of TNDVI. The trajectories of
TNDVI dynamics produced by the model matched well with
observation producing high r 2 (0.5 and more) and RMSE as
low as 0.08. The EDPM was designed with an abstraction
level that allows quantifying impacts of extreme events of
both natural and anthropogenic origin; thus, the potential for
model application is broad. Yet, the need remains to reduce
uncertainty of prognoses and increase accuracy in estimation
of phenological dates. After the success of the first model
test, we can anticipate coupling the EDPM to regional land
surface models to parameterize carbon fluxes or evapotranspiration.
Finally, the EDPM software system has a high level of
technological readiness for the tasks set before modern phenological models. Capable of data assimilation, error tracking, and performing stand-alone predictions of canopy states,
the model has most of its training and dynamics building procedures automated. All modules are written in C++ with the
use of standard libraries and external database server and can
be compiled on Windows and Linux platforms. The spatial
extension module is being finalized now to enable the EDPM
system to work with raster data sources. Other data assimilation schemes are being considered for the model to work
with. Model training on different vegetation types will be
pursued in the near future.
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Fig. B1. How meteorological variables enter the EDPM framework.

Appendix A
Fig. B2. Data communication scheme for Event Controller that implements logistical core of the EDPM.

Performance of automatic phenological phase
control
see Table A1
Appendix B
Deriving event intensities
To supplement Sect. 3.1 of the main manuscript we give details of deriving intensities of events with positive and negative effects on TNDVI.
The intensities of events with positive effect are given by:
ite = 1 + (Em − 1)

(Vte − Le )
1 < i < Em
Re
within a valid range of

(B1)

where Em is the maximum step-change rate, Vte is the actual
value of the variable used for event detection, Le is the lower
bound for event detection, and Re is the possible range of V
above Le .
The derivation of intensities of events with negative effect
is given by:
ite = 1 −

(Ute − Vte )
0<i <1
Re
within a valid range of

(B2)

where Vte is the actual value of the variable used for event
detection, Ue is the upper bound for event detection, and Re
is the possible range of V beyond Ue .
The maximum step-change rate Em was derived for each
crop separately based on the supersets of the change rates E
in (1) (in Sect. 3.1) observed at training sites during green-up
phase on days without rain. To reduce the noise, we removed
extreme values iteratively until the coefficient of variation
fell below 10 %. The maximum growth rate was then determined as mean change rate plus two standard deviations.
Recall that Em is an initial “best guess” value that gives only
a general dynamic range of E.
Calculation of intensities for events takes place right after
the detection procedures find such events in the weather data
as depicted in Fig. B1.
www.biogeosciences.net/9/141/2012/

Fig. B3. MODIS NDVI as a linear function of Tower NDVI based
on observations made at the Mead, NE, and Bondville, IL, rainfed sites from 2002–2007. (MODIS NDVI = 1.113 *Tower NDVI,
r 2 = 0.69 and RMSE = 0.108).

Appendix C
EDPM system components
C1

EDPM core

Priority queue or event controller (EC) implements logistic kernel of the EDPM handling events depending on their
timing. It provides communication between different submodules of the software system shown in figure below:
At a given step the EC queries Event Aggregation submodule for intensities from all events detected during that
Biogeosciences, 9, 141–159, 2012
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Table A1. Values of phenophase controlling variables observed at automatically estimated phenological transition points (PTPs) compared with the corresponding values observed at predefined PTPs considered as the reference. AGDD = accumulated growing degree-days,
AI = accumulated insolation, percent difference = 100*(automatic-predefined)/predefined.

Test Run

Phenophase

automatic
AGDD (◦ C)
AI (MJ)

predefined
AGDD (◦ C) AI (MJ)

percent difference
AGDD (◦ C) AI (MJ)

maize 2005
Independent

SOS
Green-up
Reproductive
Senescence
Season

1253
874
1090
880
2844

1949
840
898
611
2349

1242
712
655
1344
2711

1948
706
579
982
2267

0.9
22.8
66.4
–34.5
4.9

0.1
19.0
54.9
–37.8
3.6

soybean 2004
Independent

SOS
Green-up
Reproductive
Senescence
Season

1198
790
811
837
2438

2091
931
838
808
2577

1174
576
727
806
2109

2089
687
801
780
2267

2.0
37.2
11.6
3.8
15.6

0.1
35.6
4.6
3.7
13.6

soybean 2006
Independent

SOS
Green-up
Reproductive
Senescence
Season

1199
878
928
652
2459

1778
801
769
522
2092

1275
875
856
582
2313

1782
784
722
436
1942

–6.0
0.3
8.4
12.0
6.3

–0.3
2.2
6.5
19.6
7.7

day. It applies restrictions to avoid event conflicts, e.g., heat
stress effect is superseded by sufficient precipitation event. In
the current implementation the restrictions are organized as
custom functions for each crop and each phenophase that assign the intensities of irrelevant/conflicting events to a value
of 1, i.e., no effect.
The EC communicates with Phenological Phase Controller to know the phenophase, and the time (measured
in ED, AGDD, and AI) elapsed since the start of that
phenophase. At each step Phenological Phase Controller accumulates controlling variables (4, 5, 6) and uses inverse
normal CDF [incdf ()] to calculate cumulative probabilities
of phenophase transitions according to each controlling variable c. All probabilities of phase transitions are combined
into one with geometric mean as follows:
v
ui=N
uY
N
pt = t
incdf (ci )
i=1

Where pt is cumulative probability of transition to the next
phase, ci – value of a controlling variable at current model
step, i – sequential number of controlling variables, N total
number of controlling variables (3 in the study case). When
queried, the Phenological Phase Controller calculates pt and
if it is greater than 0.5 initiates the phenophase transition, but
otherwise reports the name of the current phenophase.
Based on information about ongoing phenophase the EC
module then receives Traces and Errors for all active and relevant events from the corresponding library and later passes
those Traces and Errors to the Phenology Building and ErBiogeosciences, 9, 141–159, 2012

ror Propagation sub-modules. Events are kept active in
the Effect Controller for period of their relevance (one step
or more). Expired events (for which the period of relevance/duration is over) are removed from the queue.
Phenology Building sub-module uses intensities and sensitivities in (3) to derive step-change coefficient E and then
(1) to predict the next value of TNDVI.
C2

Error propagation

Error propagation in the EDPM model follows the general
scheme where variance of the function’s outcome equals the
sum of variances associated with each participating variable
multiplied by squared partial derivative of the function by
that variable (Goldenstein, 2004). Being a function of event
combinations in time t, the single step slope in (1) derived via
(3) will have the errors propagated in the following manner:
 Q
n
skt ikt
n 
X
1
kt=1
2

σEt =
 set iet n
et=1

n
Y
kt=1

h i 2
1
n −1

!
skt ikt

 2
 σ
 Se

(C1)

where σ 2 is the variance, Et is a notation relating σ 2 to daily
change coefficient, s is the sensitivity of a given vegetation
type to the event, i is the intensity of the event, n is the total number of occurring events at time t, e is the sequential
event index and σ 2Se denotes variance associated with particular sensitivity. Note that (C1) can be further simplified
analytically to have σ 2Et as a sum of σ 2Se resulting in greater
error (worst case). The simplification is based on the fact that
www.biogeosciences.net/9/141/2012/
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any σ 2Se is less than 1 while s *i is always close to 1 and the
coefficient for every σ 2Se depends mostly on 1/n. Hence, the
worst case is n = 1 where σ 2Se is not attenuated. This logic
was used in the actual error propagation code to decrease
computation time. Accordingly, the model propagates error
in each step as follows:
2
2
σt+1
= σt2 Et2 + σEt

(C2)

Using MODIS observations in the assimilation scheme, we
propagated errors associated with reflectances of MODIS
bands 1 and 2 involved in derivation of the NDVI as follows:


2
2
−2ρN
2ρR
2
2
σNDVI
=
+
(C3)
σ
σN2
R
(ρN + ρR )2
(ρN + ρR )2
where ρ N and ρ R are the reflectances of near infrared and red
band and σ 2N and σ 2R are the associated variances obtained by
Roy et al. (2005).
C3

Data assimilation scheme

In this study, we set a rather simple objective for the assimilation scheme; namely, to update the EDPM with remotely
sensed observations of modeled vegetation properties. The
one dimensional Kalman Filter (1DKF) scheme provides a
ready solution since (1) in the main manuscript and (C2)
can directly serve as the first and second steps of the 1DKF
(Goldenstein, 2004). A simple mandatory requirement for
the assimilation was for the NDVI observations to be linearly related to the TNDVI. We found such a linear relationship existed between the MODIS NDVI and Tower NDVI
on our data conforming with other findings (Huemmrich et
al., 1999; Kovalskyy et al., 2011b). At Mead site, ordinary
least squares regression obtained a slope of 1.113 with variance 0.012, with significance of p < 0.01 and a coefficient
of determination of 0.69 (Fig. C2). The regression parameter
coefficients slightly varied between crops but did not produce
a significant difference in Student’s t tests. The differences
in regression slopes between locations may be due to reasons
discussed in detail elsewhere (Kovalskyy et al., 2011b).
Along with the linear model errors Eq. (C4), we propagated the error from NDVI calculation based on Nadir BRDF
Adjusted Reflectances Eq. (C5):
2
2
σmTNDVI
= (1/1.113)2 σNDVI
+ 0.012

(C4)

The Kalman Gain (K) is thus calculated as:
Kt=

2
1.113σt+1
2 +σ2
(1.113)2 σt+1
mTNDVI

(C5)

An update by a MODIS NDVI observation modifies the
model state as in Eq. (C6) and the model variance as in
Eq. (C7):
At+1U = At+1 + Kt (Ot+1 − 1.113At+1 )

(C6)

2
2
2
σt+1U
= σt+1
(1 − 1.113Kt )2 + (1.113)2 σmTNDVI

(C7)
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where K is the current value of Kalman gain, O is the observation or NDVI from MODIS,σ 2mTNDVI is the variance of
the relationship between the NDVI and the TNDVI, U is the
notation of updated value.
We need to stress here that this assimilation scheme is
designed to correct EDPM predictions through the occasional observation updates rather than to smooth the outcome. During the test runs, the scheme used (1) from the
main manuscript and (C2) in daily steps and (C5–C7) only
upon availability of MODIS observations (once in 8 or more
days). Similar approach was used by Walker et al. (2001).
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